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Radical counter-
pedagogy based on 
service

Justice and access to justice are radically 
remote from the lives of Aboriginal 
people in the Kimberley region in 
Western Australia. The chronic under-
resourcing of non-profit legal services in 
the Kimberley is part of this picture. 
Kimberley rising is a story of how 
relationships can bridge many forms of 
distance. Of how a non-profit legal 
service in the Kimberley, in trying to 
increase its resources, is re-radicalizing 
its potential and also generating a 
radical clinical counter-pedagogy, based 
on service, within the ANU College of 
Law. Kimberley rising is a story of 
striving against the odds, in the hope of 
justice.
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Who / what 
• are we agents of? 
• are we accountable to? 
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‘Clinical resources’ are overly concentrated in 
particular settings e.g. urban areas

• Why? 
• What are the criteria or standpoints which 

might consider this to be a problem? 
• What can be done about it? 
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Location of the Kimberley region, Western 
Australia (shaded on the map above)
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Location of Australian law 
schools (approximate!!)

For the list – Council of Australian Law Deans web site

The Kimberley is mainly  
‘remote’ or ‘very remote’ 
(Australian geographical 
classification)

https://cald.asn.au/slia/australias-law-schools/


Median age at death in 2016 in the four shires in the Kimberley compared to Perth (capital of WA).

Kimberley LGAs Median Age at Death

Halls Creek 60.5

Derby-West Kimberley 60.1

Wyndham-East Kimberley 61.0

Broome 63.0

Comparison with Perth, WA

Perth 81

Data from Mortality Over Regions and Time (MORT) Books - median age of death in the 
Kimberley is c. 20 years lower than urban areas of Western Australia

Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, MORT (Mortality Over Regions and Time) Books: Local Government Area (LGA), 
2012–2016 (2018) <https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/life-expectancy-death/mort-books/contents/mort-books>.
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Associate Professor Asmi Wood

Partnerships are really importance, partnerships take two hands, as the Chinese say you need two 
hands to clap. … (However) ...sometimes it is with mixed feelings that we engage with Anglo 
Australian law.. Reconciliation and partnerships are about people getting to know each other and 
programs and partnerships like this are fantastic for our students and fantastic for the people who 
receive the services but it is also about reconciliation which is about getting to know people … 

Sarouche Razi, as Principal Solicitor of KCLS

The partnership with the ANU is based on one very simple premise, it aims to recalibrate decision 
making between the centre and the periphery… Aboriginal people, remote communities, and 
small organisations in remote areas … struggle to be heard in the centre… but there are ways of 
shifting this narrative… what does it take … what would it take for a few lawyers to realise that 
they need to be guided by their clients… what would it take for the academy to realise that there 
are other world views. Well since launching the initiative we have had about 50 students working 
to the needs of our dingy offices in Kununurra and Broome…. They work remotely for us.  I have a 
team of lawyers as well … who seek to serve and understand that they aren’t the experts, our 
clients are….. In the KCLS-ANU collaboration it is the Kimberley region and the needs of our 
Aboriginal clients who are the centre… through the launch of this initiative we want to help bring 
attention and support to our region and to inspire a different way of how we can make things 
better’. 
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Through a web of relationships, 
Kimberley Community Legal Services Inc. 
has established a full time back-office at 
the ANU, where law students are 
volunteering as paralegals to KCLS in 
remote Australia 4500km away. The KCLS 
office at ANU has the same access to 
KCLS electronic file servers and office 
communications, as KCLS staff in the 
Kimberley. Through this initiative, KCLS 
has created its own clinical resource and 
enormous learning and service 
opportunities for ANU law students. The 
process is facilitated by ANU but driven 
by KCLS. 
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Freemans contend that 
lawyers should focus on 
increasing the capacity of 
oppressed communities 
and their allies to shape 
the agenda 

Freeman, Alexi Nunn and Jim 
Freeman, 'It's about Power, Not 
Policy: Movement Lawyering for 
Large-Scale Social Change' (2016) 
23(1) Clinical Law Review 147
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Example of Hotdesk client work 

• Took instructions for application for extraordinary drivers licence, client in remote community going back next week 
on outreach, please prepare the application paperwork from the instructions and highlight gaps in instructions

• Deceased estate, intestacy, acting for deceased’s sister, potentially $13,000 in Redress payment in bank account, 
research sequence on intestacy, dispute about burial research law to help lawyer advise the client

• Client is facing eviction, Hotdesk to research case law about the relevant sections and look at the Explanatory 
Memorandum regarding amendments to the sections. 

• Client has tenant responsible maintenance debts going back many years, Hotdesk to work through the itemisation in 
the light of the client’s instructions, prepare table of arguments.

• Criminal injuries compensation, Hotdesk to research prospects of success in the light of clients instructions and case 
law, client was a child at the time and wasn’t the direct victim. Question about client’s capacity to give instructions, 
also research options for KCLS to assist the client if the client lacks capacity.   

• Client wants to stop former partner from having any further contact with the children, research and prepare an 
analysis in the light of the client’s instructions and the material provided. 

• Aboriginal children are being banned from supermarkets and other businesses, in the particular circumstances 
briefed, identify possible legal avenues. 

• Child protection matter - prepare a chronology from the material provided and the client’s instructions, highlight 
areas where more instructions may be needed. 

• Another problem relating to the same used car yard, research this client’s legal remedies in the light of instructions 
refer to previous matters of X and Y completed by Hotdesk. 20



Law internship projects based at the Hotdesk

• Hotdesk manual in legal capacity building framework

• Hotdesk manual and the possibilities of a for credit clinical law program

• KCLS preparing for the start of the Commonwealth Redress Scheme including submission to Senate inquiry

• Ways of evaluating KCLS Prison Outreach

• Health Justice Partnerships – learning from MWRC in Fitzroy Crossing

• Follow on from coronial – tenant group legal approaches to housing maintenance

• Follow on re access to Aboriginal interpreter services in the Kimberley

• Cth Redress continuation – trauma informed, culturally safe legal practice

• Need for, funding and operation of  supervised parent child contact services in the Kimberley

• Critiquing applicability of WA Legal Needs study to the Kimberley

• Follow on from coronial - improving preparation of coronial briefs for Kimberley inquests

• Working towards Broome meeting re dimensions of historical injustice and approaches to law reform

• Historical injustice issues in Kimberley – draft web site & analysis (e.g. report card)
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In 2018    70
In 17/18   81 22



HOTDESK HOURS CONTRIBUTED  
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‘Radical pedagogy based on service’ 

Currently seems to be: 
• Focused on serving to try to reduce suffering, increase wellbeing 

and social, economic and political empowerment
• Treats people with resources, including lawyers, law students, and 

law school - as vehicles to address oppression and injustice 
• Sees that

• Pedagogy can be an explanation of what has happened and of
what is happening (‘grounded pedagogy’?) 

• De-formularization can remove obstacles and blockages
• Pedagogy can protect overstretched non-profit legal service 

from clinical colonization 



Who / what 
• are we agents of? 
• are we accountable to? 
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